sGRB ver 95a of 2016 Oct 14 run on 2016-10-24 02:19:54
T0 = 383922044.704000 = 2013-03-02 13:00:41.704000
Algr: 1: P01 of F0017: glg_tte_b0_130302518_v00

counts per bin

N0

27 to 538 keV

N1

26 to 537 keV

N2

27 to 538 keV

N3

27 to 539 keV

1.984 s bins. T0 = MET 383922044.704000
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113 to 2120 keV

105 to 2121 keV

counts per bin

1.984 s bins. T0 = MET 383922044.704000